Introduction
In spite of 25 years of research ( [2] , [31] ), even the codes of only moderate length, up to 50 say, are a long way from being understood. Slepian [38] used Polya's counting theorem to find the number of inequivalent codes of length n and dimensioa k. But the enumeration by length, dimension and minimum distance seems much more difficult.
Some results on the enumeration of self-dual codes (c = C^) have been given in [2^], [32] , [33] , [35] ; and in [34] Plesc has classified and enumerated all self-dual codes of length n < 20. In the present paper we first give several new general theorems ( §3- §6) including a canonical form for selforthogonal codes generated by codewords of weight 4(Th.7.5).
We then apply these theorems to enumerate all self-dual codes of length 22 and 2k ( §7, §8). For each code we give the order of its group, the number of codes equivalent to it, and its weight distribution. These codes provide 22 and 24 dimensional representations over GF(2) of their groups. There is a 3 - Then $ i = 4 i is the class of self dual codes of length n
The following results are useful for enumerating self dual codes. Some of these results appeared in [24] , [32] , [33] .
They are all proved by the methods of [24] , [32] , i.e. by induction on k. Art empty product is equal Lo 1.
Theorem 3.1 Let n be even and Ceö 0 . The number of codes in $ n ^(k > s) which contain C is k-s-1 , n-2s-2j
Gor. 3.2 [24] Let n be even and Ce* _. The number of codes n. s in *" 1 which contain C is n,2n Proof: Let I be the subset of the n coordinate indices with the property that there exists at least one vector in C with 1 on an indfex in I. We say that C is of type H if I can be partitioned into pairs in such a way that every vector in F n of weight 4 with ones on any 2 of these pairs is in C.
If C is of type H, |l| must be even. Note thai a code is of type H iff it is a d n with n > 4. Cor. 6.6 The only self-dual codes which arc generated by codewords of weight 4 are Eo % 9-Eg.
Our notation for describing the generator matri;'
of an indecomposable self-dual code C with mini mum distance equal to 4 is as follows. We take the maximum number of To avoid writing the generator matrix in full we adopt a shorthand notation, best explained by two examples.
The code Apj, of §8, with generator matrix given in (6.8) It seems difficult to find a formula for the number of self-dual codes of length n and minimum distance 4.
However, the next theorem does provide a useful check on the enumeration of some of these codes. To calculate h(C), it is sufficient to look at the subcode of C generated by codewords of weight 4. It is easily seen that:
As an example of Th. 6.10, for n = 8 there Is one code Eg in Og, the number of codes equivalent to Eg is 30 ([34]), and so Sg = 7-30, cpg = 6, which agrees with Th. 6.10
For n = 2k, 15 codes from For codes of length <20 appearing in Tables I, II we use the notation of [34] . ».-i™..-i,™,"V.i.vv-~>.i-. ..L. ,.,....^,.-.»^"»l,^w.w.w,.,v,r...u,»,,.^-TTT-^.-.u .'-^,mnmfviv.vKi'« i. jiJiin,i.i<uibij jnwiijiynj.i .ii!..«"i.i,w.!n»n»«. iij.».rw. 'WMVCSmranppp be the maximal subcode generated by codewords of weight 4( §6).
»•»■'-'--'»■«''"^»■-"«"■•KTOW!^^ -2k - §8. Self Dual Codes of Length 24
C has gap 7 = 24 -T^~. . .-r* -7m, and deficiency fi =-Ü + -Jm + jsy.
Our method is to consider each possible form (8.2) for C f , and to find all ways of adding 5 linearly independent generators to C so as to obtain an indecomposable self dual code C of distance 4. We call such a code C (indecomposable, self dual, minimum distance 4, and with all codewords of weight 4 contained in the subcode C) an extension of C. C must Him CVJIOJ Table IV) . The remaining codes in Table II with Then a-^b b^ must be one of the tetrads.
A method of constructing the non-special hexads is given in [42] . A set of 12 non-special hexads associated with the tetrads(*) form the rows of (8.12). These rows do indeed generate a [24, 12, 6] This completes the enumeration of the codes and the proof of Theorem 8. 
